
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of program
manager services. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for program manager services

Align and drive problem resolution with associated BL teams as needed
Coordinate the LTSA between NXP and customer, working directly with
various technical support teams in NXP, including FE and BE Ops
Contribute in drafting MSA contracts in support of future divestitures and
joint ventures and interfacing with legal team as needed
Assure manufacturing services are meeting customer expectations and NXP
requirements
Monitor product delivery metrics and performance, including revenue,
quality, on-time delivery, , as specified in the respective MSA
Responsible for driving Total Customer Experience for Managed Print
Services, increase customer loyalty, proactively address the customer issues
and improve SNPS and NPS for the region
Manage and resolve customer escalations – Provide resolution to the ongoing
issues and own and drive process improvement projects to enhance the
customer experience via proactive engagement
Drive Lean Six Sigma Culture change to make APJ MPS a process oriented
organization
Implement and lead ISO certifications for the region by conducting internal
audits, fixing the process gaps by identifying weaknesses in the system and
taking corrective actions to fix the issues
Operational Excellence – Identify and drive business gap reduction for key
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Qualifications for program manager services

Experience with people management & PMP certification is a Plus, including
Ability to influence and drive results across functional, organizational, and
Bachelor degree and 8-10 years aviation industry experience
Willing to travel, as needed, up to 50% of the time
Ability to communicate clearly and concisely with creative and non-creative
teams across multiple organizations
Think Big - Thinking small is a self-fulfilling prophecy


